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Big Regional Picture

•Change
•Concerns about climate change, energy security make nuclear 
energy more attractive
•Nuclear enthusiasm across the globe, but realized most acutely in 
China. 
•RoK is new nuclear supplier; China could follow

•Continuity
•Japan, RoK steady rate of nuclear energy growth in last decades
•US, Russia require a lot of investment in nuclear infrastructure
•Concern about uranium scarcity prompting renewed interest in 
closing the fuel cycle for some
•Concern about proliferation prompting renewed interest in fuel 
leasing, fuel banks, etc. but support continues to be lukewarm
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Globally, we have some problems

•Nuclear energy --
•Great enthusiasm but limited infrastructure & supply for now
•Enrichment and reprocessing done by a handful, but no legal 
restrictions

•Nuclear proliferation –
•Iran openly defiant on uranium enrichment
•New ideas for both technical and institutional fixes to limit 
proliferation potential but lukewarm enthusiasm

•Can expansion of nuclear power sidestep enrichment/ 
reprocessing issues? 

•US, Japan and Russian cooperation can help manage risks
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Japan & Nuclear Energy
•Acute dependence on overseas energy imports

•80% vs. 27% for US

•55 nuclear power plants produce 30% electricity
•Plans to increase to 40% of electricity and commercialize fast 
reactors by 2050 to alleviate dependence on overseas uranium

•Only non-nuclear weapon state to have full fuel cycle 
capabilities

•Issues with both uranium enrichment and spent fuel reprocessing

•Key vendors include Hitachi-GE, Toshiba-Westinghouse; 
and Mitsubishi

•Japan Steel Works is premier supplier for largest reactor pressure 
vessels (e.g., for EPR, AP-1000, etc.)

•Good manufacturing capabilities; lack of nuclear fuel cycle 
export capabilities and reactor export experience
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Japan’s Nuclear Nonproliferation Initiatives

•Leader in nuclear nonproliferation
•Adopted Additional Protocol as condition of all nuclear supply
•Safety, Safeguards, and Security 

•G-8 Hokkaido summit 
•MFA 11 Benchmarks (April 2009)

•International Commission on Nuclear Nonproliferation & 
Disarmament (Kawaguchi, Evans)

•Endorse proliferation-resistance as primary objective in new designs
•Emphasis on fuel leasing
•Avoid reprocessing altogether

• NGO Initiative for Mutual Assured Dependence (2009)
•Strengthen supply chain management
•Reduce surplus weapons-usable plutonium
•Internationalize all nuclear fuel cycle facilities and establish fuel 
banks
•Voluntary code of conduct for nuclear industry
•Reexamine Japan’s fuel cycle policy
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United States & Nuclear Energy

•Can it recapture leadership role?
•104 reactors = 19% electricity. 25% of global reactor capacity; many 
BWR, PWR designs worldwide are US-origin
•Looking to jump-start domestic industry, but not clear how this will 
turn out (need a carbon tax in addition to loan guarantees)
•Decision to halt Yucca Mountain project; creation of Blue Ribbon 
Commission on America’s Nuclear Future – raise questions about US 
policy on spent fuel recycling
•US is building four new enrichment plants (3 centrifuge, 1 laser)

•Research into future fuel cycles
•Will rely on others for testing fast reactor concepts, materials –
Russia?  Japan?
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U.S. Nuclear Nonproliferation Initiatives

•Leader in nuclear nonproliferation
•But, damage from the US-India nuclear cooperation deal
•Shift in position on use of plutonium in civil fuel cycle

•GNEP evolution into International Nuclear Energy 
Framework

•No near-term recycling in US
•Greater push for “Cradle-to-Grave”
•No law barring US take-back, but politically impossible

•Fuel assurances, support for NTI fuel bank
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Russia & Nuclear Energy

•Nuclear power(31 reactors) provides about 15% of 
Russia’s electricity generation (behind gas and coal)

•Like US, struggling nuclear industry infrastructure
•Big plans for expansion, including into fast reactors
•Limited capability to produce (1-2 reactors/year)

•But, considerable uranium enrichment, fuel fabrication 
capabilities

•Limited reprocessing for a few states (Bulgaria, Ukraine)

•Since 2001, can take back spent fuel 
•In past, returned high-level waste
•How politically feasible?
•Could this expand beyond Russian-origin spent fuel?
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Russia & Nonproliferation Initiatives

•Putin’s four initiatives from 2006
•International Uranium Enrichment Centers (e.g., Angarsk)
•International centers for reprocessing, spent fuel storage
•International training centers
•International research on proliferation-resistant technologies

•Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism
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Potential Areas for Cooperation

•Cooperation among advanced nuclear states
•Generation IV nuclear power plants

•Japan’s Monju, Russia’s BN-600

•Support for industrial infrastructure, people 
•Limiting enrichment/reprocessing technology spread

•New technologies
•Efforts at Nuclear Suppliers Group

•Cooperation to ensure expansion of nuclear energy 
doesn’t increase proliferation risks

•Small modular nuclear power plants
•Toshiba’s nuclear battery
•Russia’s floating nuclear power plants

•Proliferation-resistant recycling
•Fuel leasing, fuel banks, storage?
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Barriers to Cooperation

•Lack of US-Russia nuclear cooperation agreement
•Possible competition for new nuclear build contracts

•Russia building in Iran, China, India
•All looking to Southeast Asia (Vietnam, Indonesia, Philippines)

•Japan, Russia strongly advocate closing the fuel cycle; US 
position still agnostic (depends on R&D)
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Some Guidelines

•“Haves” vs. “Have-Nots” perception even starker now 
within NPT
•Promotion of nuclear energy must reduce the gap without 
creating new proliferation risks
•Need to consider potential precedent of South Korea and 
pyroprocessing
•Need to consider new supplier roles of South Korea and 
possibly China and India.


